PIARC TERMINOLOGY
Help for editors
Part two: modifications in a “foreign” language (other than English or French)
This second part of the help file only relates to additions, deletions and modifications in a language which is not English or French. This
language is named “foreign language”. It is recommended to have read the first part of the help for editors.
Unlike updates in English or French, updates in a “foreign” language are not moderated by the administrator, but are validated directly by the editor.
The addition of a concept (new term or new expression) to a dictionary always starts in the reference languages and continues in the foreign
languages. It is thus not possible to add a term to a dictionary in a “foreign” language as long as this term does not exist in the English or French
versions of that dictionary.
In theory, there is one (and one only) authorized editor per “foreign” language and dictionary; indeed, the Committee on Terminology (CTERM) does
not have competence to decide between several different proposals in a foreign language which would refer to the same concept. To some extent, the
editor in a foreign language is thus at the same time the “administrator” for his language in the corresponding dictionary.
In order to always link his/her translation with the corresponding terms in the reference languages, the foreign language editor must be able to manage
at least one of the two reference languages (English or French).
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Case of “foreign
languages”
A “foreign” language is a
language of a dictionary
which is not a reference
language (English or
French).
Here, the editor has, on the
dictionary considered, not
only the rights for
English and French, but also
for Spanish.
He/she consults a term in
the three languages and
notes that the term has not
been translated into
Spanish.
Notice the difference between:
· Modify the translation,
which means “to validate”
the translation without the
intervention of the
administrator;
·
Propose an update,
which means “to submit”
this update in English
and/or French to the
administrator.
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Translation of terms

In the preceding screen, by
clicking on Spanish –
Modify the translation, the
editor displays the fields of
the term to be modified, in
the reference languages and
in Spanish.
He/she then fills in the
missing term like in the case
of the reference languages,
but in his “foreign” language.
He/she can fill in the other
fields as well.
To add an image
(illustration), just browse and
select the file you want to
attach to the term (JPG
format). If the size is too big,
the file will be refused. Try
again after reducing the size.
The image is automatically
reduced to an appropriate size for
display with the term.
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Here, the editor added only
the translation of the term in
Spanish.

He/she could have filled in
the other fields as well
(definition for example).

He/she must not forget to
save his/her proposal before
going to another term.
The editor can clear his
/her proposal and start
again.
After saving, he/she can
go to the next term.
As in the case of the reference
languages, the updates saved are
not immediately validated: the
editor will be able to reexamine
and modify them before final
validation.
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Updates in progress

To consult his/her updates in
progress, a foreign language
editor uses his workspace
and clicks on the link
Translate / update a
dictionary.
ATTENTION: the links Requested
modifications and Processed
requests deal with the English and
French terms only.
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By clicking on the link

Translate / update a
dictionary (see previous
page) and then on Terms
translation, the editor can
display the structure of the
dictionary and see the
theme (or the various
themes) in which he/she has
proposals in progress
(“edited”).
Edited means “drafting in
progress”; the editor did not
validate the corresponding term(s)
yet; he/she can modify it/them
again.
Figures after the title of each
theme (and subtheme) refer to the
number of terms updated in the
foreign language (98), the number
of terms on line in English and
French (122), and the ratio
between both (80 %).
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While clicking on a theme
and then on a subtheme
where appropriate, the
term(s) concerned are
displayed.
The editor can click on each
term and modify it.
The terms marked ok are those
whose date of translation is more
recent than the latest update of the
term in the reference languages.
A term already translated into
Spanish but modified in the
reference languages is to be
checked. It is thus marked to
translate. (Note: the same applies
to a term translated without its
definition (if it exists in the
reference langages).)
The terms which have not been
translated appear in a reference
language with the mark to
translate.
Note that the term being translated
(edited) also remains displayed in
that reference language as long as
it has not been validated.

This makes it possible to
check the consistency
between the foreign
language dictionary and the
reference dictionary in
English and French.
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Translation of the
structure
By the link Workspace +
Structure translation (see
previous screen, bottom
right), the foreign language
editor (here for Spanish) can
translate or modify the titles
of the themes and
subthemes of the dictionary
on which he/she is working.
For that, in the column on
the righthand side he/she
clicks each box and makes
the desired change.
Once all the titles have been
revised, he/she must not
forget to save the changes
by clicking on the button
Save at the bottom of the
screen (invisible on the
opposite print).
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Publication of the
translation (uploading)

When the editor estimates
that his/her updates are
ready, he/she displays the
page Translate or update a
dictionary starting from
his/her workspace.
At this stage, he/she
validates his/her own
proposals directly, without
any intervention of the
administrator.
For that, he/she clicks on
Publication of the
translation.
This can be done immediately or
postponed to a later work session
(intermediary work is saved).
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The programme will ask to
confirm this important
operation (uploading the
terms modified or translated
in a “foreign” language).
In short, the editor in a
foreign language is
himself/herself administrator
for this language and his/her
own proposals.
The general administrator
intervenes only for the
validation of terms in the
reference languages
(English or French).
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Checking
After validating the terms
which were modified, the
editor can consult them, just
like the end user.
From now on, the term
appears in the database and
is accessible to all users.
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In the example presented on
the previous page, the
definition of the concept
remains to be translated into
Spanish.
Only after the editor has
added this definition will the
term be marked ok in the
display of the terms grouped
under the theme or
subtheme concerned (cf.
page 7).

Ok means that the editor has
checked the consistency
between the “foreign”
language and those of
reference (English and
French) for the dictionary
concerned.
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Any questions, remarks or
suggestions?

Contact us!
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